
SOLAR GUARD SAFETY FILM 
 
Deters Theft 
The Opportunistic criminals loitering at  the robots, waiting to smash your window and grab your valuables 
on the seat  next to or behind you, or even the  jewellery around your neck, have learnt the hard way, that 
windows with safety  film, makes the quick smash-grab and run tactic useless.  
 
 By holding the glass in place even when it shatters, Llumar Safety film slows access to the vehicle interior. 

The increased noise and time to break-in, calls attention to the thief.  
 If you are in the car at the time of the attack you will have time to drive away, or hoot for attention. 
 
Don’t be a victim! Protect your family and valuables with the best window film.   
   
Increases Safety  
Traffic accidents happen every day, even to the most responsible drivers. In a collision: 

 Unprotected side windows can easily shatter, projecting shards of glass into the car. These can cause 
significant lacerations and eye injuries. 

 The opening from the shattered window increases the likelihood of passengers being thrown from the 
car – the leading cause of death in traffic accidents. 

 
Solar Guards Safety and security film provides a strong, protective barrier between you and the glass in the 
event of an accident. Protected windows may still break, but the glass fragments adhere to the film. Thus the 
car’s occupants are: 

 Shielded from dangerous flying glass. 
 Intruding accident debris. 
 Airbags are not interfered with by flying glass. 

 
STYLE AND APPEARANCE 
Pesonalise your vehicle with tints in our safety films that suit your personality. There is clear film for those 
who do not like the looks of tints but still want the protection. We have a medium tint of 50% for a subtle  
difference in appearance. The darker tints, 35% being the darkest legally allowed on the front passenger and 
drivers windows, and then we have the 15% which is a very dark film primarily used on the back windows – 
“Limo effect”. We also have a 5% which is virtually a black out film used a lot on canopy side windows to hide 
the contents of the interior. 
 
Automotive Solar Control Film  
 
Solar Protection  
 
The sun’s rays can cause a car’s interior to become unbearably hot. Solar Guards installation of a high 
performance window film can reduce your interior surface temperature by as much as16°C (29°F)… creating 
a more comfortable interior and lessening the burden on your air conditioner – saving you fuel. 
 
Ultraviolet protection (UV) 
 
UV rays can cause damage to a vehicle’s interior- and to human skin. Solar Guards uses films with protective 
barriers up to 99.9% of UV rays, protecting you from cancer inducing UV exposure and protecting the interior 
of you vehicle. This will keep your car looking new for longer and you looking younger. 
 
Additional Protection for Windscreens 
 
A Cooler interior starts at your windscreen! These technologically advanced films offer extraordinary level of 
protection from infrared and Ultraviolet rays. 


